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Abstract

Having a formal model of neural networks can greatly help in understanding and verifying
their properties, behavior, and response to external factors such as disease and medicine. In this
paper, we adopt a formal model to represent neurons, some neuronal graphs, and their composition.
Some specific neuronal graphs are known for having biologically relevant structures and behaviors
and we call them archetypes. These archetypes are supposed to be the basis of typical instances
of neuronal information processing. In this paper we study six fundamental archetypes (simple
series, series with multiple outputs, parallel composition, negative loop, inhibition of a behavior,
and contralateral inhibition), and we consider two ways to couple two archetypes: (i) connecting
the output(s) of the first archetype to the input(s) of the second archetype and (ii) nesting the
first archetype within the second one. We report and compare two key approaches to the formal
modeling and verification of the proposed neuronal archetypes and some selected couplings. The
first approach exploits the synchronous programming language Lustre to encode archetypes and
their couplings, and to express properties concerning their dynamic behavior. These properties are
verified thanks to the use of model checkers. The second approach relies on a theorem prover, the
Coq Proof Assistant, to prove dynamic properties of neurons and archetypes.

Keywords— Neuronal Networks, Leaky Integrate and Fire Modeling, Synchronous Languages,

Model Checking, Theorem Proving, Lustre, Coq, Formal Methods.

1 Introduction

In the last years, much attention has been directed towards the study of the structure and function

of brain networks. This research is often grouped under the now well-known keyword of the (human)

connectome project [1, 2, 3]. However, although the research in this field claims to do graph analysis

of the connectome at micro and macro scales, it mainly focuses on macro scales and is mostly based

on diffusion or functional MRI data in humans [4].

Here, we want to promote a more fundamental and formal approach to the study of specific neuronal

micro-circuits, namely neuronal archetypes. From the biological point of view, the theory of neuronal

archetypes postulates that the most primitive circuits that emerge during phylogenetic and ontogenetic

evolution (i.e., in the first living systems and mostly in the mammal spinal cord and brain stem, or

homolog in other phyla) are elementary circuits of a few neurons fulfilling a specific computational

function (e.g., contralateral inhibition; see Section 4). The idea is that archetypes constitute the

normalized form of potentially bigger and topologically more complicated neuronal circuits, but not
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more complex, in the sense that they do not perform other computations than the reference archetype

itself does. In other words, every micro-circuit, even with many neurons, can theoretically be reduced

to one of the few existing archetypes. Archetypes can be coupled in different ways. If the resulting

circuit does not perform a more complex function in terms of neuronal information processing, it

means that it should theoretically be reducible to a smaller archetype. If a new specific function,

biologically relevant, is identified, then it can be categorized as a new and bigger archetype. From the

informational point of view, neuronal archetypes would thus constitute the words of a finite dictionary.

Following this analogy, neurons would be the letters that form the syllables constituting words. Some

words can be coupled, thus acquiring a more or less different meaning, and all the words can be

concatenated to build (meaningful) sentences.

As an example of a well-known archetype, locomotive motion and other rhythmic behaviors are

controlled by specific neuronal circuits called Central Generator Patterns (CPG) [5]. These CPGs have

the capacity to generate oscillatory activities, at various regimes (under various different conditions),

thanks to some specific properties at the circuit level.

It is relevant to investigate the dynamic behavior of all the possible archetypes of 2, 3 or more

neurons, up to considering archetypes of archetypes. The aim is to see whether the properties of these

archetypes of archetypes simply are an addition of the individual constituent archetypes properties or

something more. Since it would be extremely difficult to prove the properties of archetypes expected

from the biological theory through real biological experiments, we exploit formal methods, and this

is our originality. Indeed, electrophysiological techniques that allow recording of spiking neuronal

activity in vivo, or ex vivo, are mostly blind regarding the precise underlying anatomical structure. In

other words, when one records the activity of some neurons in real tissues, one can at best determine

through statistical methods that two or more neurons are functionally, but not anatomically, connected

[6]. Nevertheless, this anatomical information is potentially accessible through in vitro recordings

of neuronal cultures with Multiple Electrode Array techniques, for instance. However, the neuronal

circuits formed in this kind of preparations are anarchic and thus useless for the current problem. A last

possibility is to guide the connections of a few neurons during the circuit growth, thanks to some sorts

of channels [7]. However again, the morphology of individual neurons in these kinds of preparations

is far from being normal. That is why we promote the fact that formal methods can advantageously

participate and help in answering certain questions related to Theoretical Neurosciences. In this

paper, we report and compare the first attempts in the literature to apply formal methods of computer

science to model and verify the temporal properties of fundamental neuronal archetypes in terms of

neuronal information processing. We focus on the behavior of different basic archetypes and, for

each one of them, we propose one or two representative properties that have been identified after

extensive discussions with neurophysiologists [8, 9, 10]. From an electronic perspective, we consider

archetypes as biologically inspired logical operators, which are easily adjustable by playing with very

few parameters.

To model neuronal archetypes, we focus on Boolean Spiking Neural Networks where the neurons’

electrical properties are described via the leaky integrate and fire (LI&F) model [11]. Notice that

discrete modeling is well suited to this kind of model because neuronal activity, as with any recorded

physical event, is only known through discrete recording (the recording sampling rate is usually set

at a significantly higher resolution than the one of the recorded system, so that there is no loss of

information). We describe neuronal archetypes as weighted directed graphs whose nodes represent

neurons and whose edges stand for synaptic connections. At each time unit, all the neurons compute

their membrane potential, accounting not only for the current input signals, but also for the ones

received along a given temporal window. Each neuron can emit a spike when a given threshold is

exceeded. This kind of modeling is more sophisticated than the one proposed by McCulloch and Pitts

in [12], where the behavior of a neural network is expressed in terms of propositional logic and the

present activity of each neuron does not depend on past events.

Our first approach is inspired by formal verification, which was initially introduced to prove that

a piece of software or hardware is free of errors [13] with respect to a given model. The system at

issue is generally modeled as a transition graph where each node represents a state of the system and
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each edge stands for a transition from a source to a destination state. Model checkers are often used

to verify that specific properties of the system hold at particular states. The field of systems biology

is a more recent application area for formal verification, and such techniques have turned out to be

very useful so far in this domain [14]. A variety of biological systems can be modeled as graphs whose

nodes represent the different possible configurations of the system and whose edges encode meaningful

configuration changes. It is then possible to define and prove properties concerning the temporal

evolution of the biological species involved in the system [15, 16]. This often allows deep insight into

the biological system at issue, in particular concerning the biological transitions governing it, and the

reactions the system will have when confronted with external factors such as disease, medicine, and

environmental changes [17, 18].

Our model checking approach was introduced by a subset of the authors of this paper [8, 9] and is

based on the modeling of neural networks using a synchronous language for the description of reactive

systems (Lustre). Spiking neural networks can indeed be considered as reactive systems: their inputs

are physiological signals coming from input synapses, and their outputs represent the signals emitted

in reaction. This class of systems fits well with the synchronous approach based on the notion of logical

time [19]: time is considered as a sequence of logical discrete instants. An instant is a point in time

where external input events can be observed, along with the internal events that are a consequence of

the latter. Inputs and resulting outputs all occur simultaneously. The synchronous paradigm is now

well established relying on a rigorous semantics and on tools for simulation and verification.

Several synchronous languages respect this synchronous paradigm, and all of them have a similar

expressivity. We choose Lustre [19], which defines operator networks interconnected with data flows

and is particularly well suited to expressing neuronal networks. It is a data flow language offering two

main advantages: (1) it is functional with no complex side effects, making it well adapted to formal

verification and safe program transformation; (2) it is a parallel model, where any sequencing and

synchronization depends on data dependencies. Moreover, the Lustre formalism is close to temporal

logic and this allows the language to be used for both writing programs and expressing properties as

observers [20]. An observer of a property is a program, taking as inputs the inputs/outputs of the

model under verification, and deciding at each instant whether the property is violated or not. The

tools automatically checking the property satisfaction/violation are called model checkers. There exist

several model checkers for Lustre that are well suited to our purpose: Lesar [21], Nbac [22], Luke [23],

Rantanplan [24] and kind2 [25, 26]. After comparing all these model checkers [8], the most powerful

one turned out to be kind2, which relies on SMT (Satisfiabitily Modulo Theories) based k-induction

and combines several resolution engines.

Nowadays model checking techniques are widely applied by industrial companies to develop safe

critical systems ever since some important critical software failures have had harmful consequences.

For instance, in the domain of cryptology, G. Lowe used the FDR model checker (based on CSP)

to show that the well known Needham-Schroeder Public-Key Protocol can be attacked. This error

had not been discovered for seventeen years despite numerous tests [27]. Similarly, mis-specifications

(forgotten cases) have been automatically identified in a protocol for a contactless smart card, thanks

to the symbolic handling of numerical constraints by Linear Decision Diagrams [28]. This method

checks all states and verifies that the conjunction of transitions constraints always cover the complete

space. On the other hand, formal methods and particularly model checking have been used in the

development of the control system for the Maeslant Kering. The Maeslant Kering is a movable barrier

which protects Rotterdam from flooding while, at almost the same time, not restricting shipping traffic

to the port of Rotterdam [29]. In these two examples, the use of verification tools was the only way

to ensure that safety properties are respected. Furthermore, since two decades, NASA has included

model checking techniques in the verification and validation of advanced software, in the context of

the generation of space shuttle [30]. Since model checking techniques explore models that are usually

huge, issues of scaling up have been encountered. First symbolic model checking has been introduced

to allow a concise representation of models and properties. For instance, it has been applied to

verify sequential circuit the model of which has 5×10 1̂20 states [31]. Moreover, in the last decades

abstraction and SAT-solver methods have been introduced to allow large model exploration. In [32],
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Clark and all show that abstraction and model checking allow to validate a program representing a

pipelined ALU circuit with over 10 1̂300 states.

Complexity of temporal logic model checking grows exponentially when systems are composed

of many parallel processes. To address this problem, Clarke et al. [33] have introduced a method

to perform “compositional model-checking”. The goal is to check properties of the components of

a parallel composition and then deduce global properties from these local properties. Indeed, local

properties are generally not preserved at the global level. Clarke et al. defined a general framework

that uses an additional interface for each component that models its environment; then properties

that hold for the composition of a component and its interface are preserved at the global level. In

our approach, this technique applies since global neuronal networks are compositions of basic neuronal

archetypes, defined themselves from behavior of single neurons.

Our second approach, which was also introduced by a subset of the authors of this paper [10], uses

theorem proving. In general, theorem proving involves reasoning in a formal mathematical logic. Tools

in this category generally implement the basic reasoning steps of a particular logic, such as a predicate

logic or a higher-order logic, and include facilities for automating reasoning in these logics. In the

broader context of formal methods, both model checking and theorem proving are on the more formal

end of the spectrum, which means that they provide higher degrees of assurance than other formal

methods, but at a greater cost in terms of the amount of effort required to apply them. Within the

particular context of the methods we apply in our work, model checking provides more automation

and requires less effort to apply than theorem proving, while theorem proving provides more flexibility

in defining models and expressing more general properties about them. For example, using the full

expressive power of a logic often leads to more direct and concise statements of properties, but requires

more human interaction to guide the proofs.

Even within theorem proving, there is a large spectrum of automated and interactive theorem

provers (see for example [34, 35]); less expressive logics are generally easier to automate, while more

expressive logics provide more flexibility in defining models and proving properties about them. Fully

automated tools do not scale as well as interactive tools with regard to the size and level of difficulty of

the problem; on the other hand, interactive tools require more time and effort from the user. Modern

interactive provers integrate a variety of automated functionality to help with easier and smaller

subcases of proofs, thus increasing scalability. In our work, we use the Coq Proof Assistant, an

interactive theorem prover that implements a highly expressive logic called the Calculus of Inductive

Constructions [36]. It is a widely used system that won the prestigious ACM Software System Award in

2013. Other theorem provers in this category include Nuprl [37], the PVS Specification and Verification

System [38], and Isabelle/HOL [39].

In recent decades, interactive theorem provers have been applied to a variety of large case studies in

two distinct domains: verification of programs and systems, and formalization of large mathematical

proofs. A prominent example in the first category is the CompCert Project [40], which includes a

fully verified compiler for a large subset of C. The formal proof in Coq guarantees that the compiler

introduces no bugs; a compiled program behaves exactly as specified by the original source program,

according to the semantics of the C language. The CompCert compiler is only slightly slower than other

well-known C compilers, which are known to have many bugs [41]. Another example in this category is

the verification of the sel4 operating system microkernel in Isabelle/HOL [42]. In the domain of formal

proofs in mathematics, theorem provers have been used to check a variety of handwritten proofs, often

finding mistakes or omitted cases. Two large examples of fully formalized mathematical results include

the Feit-Thompson theorem in algebraic group theory in Coq [43] and the Kepler conjecture in the

HOL Light and Isabelle/HOL theorem provers [44]. The former took over 6 years to complete and

involved formalizing several textbooks of background material in the process. Our own work falls

mainly into the first category. Proofs of correctness of computer systems and (in our case) biological

systems involve many technical details that are easy to get wrong; formal proof helps to automate the

repetitive cases as well as guarantee that no cases are omitted.

Our development does not depend on advanced features of Coq like dependent types or the hierar-

chy of universes, and thus while we take into account everything about the model and properties, our
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model is not difficult to understand, even for readers with a basic knowledge of theorem proving, and

could likely be translated fairly easily to other interactive theorem provers such as those mentioned

above. Some of Coq’s features that were most useful in our work include its general facilities for defin-

ing datatypes, which we used to directly model neurons and archetypes, its powerful mechanisms for

carrying out proofs by structural induction and case analysis, and its standard libraries that helped in

reasoning about rational numbers and functions on them. One of the main advantages of using Coq

for our purposes is the generality of its proofs; Coq can be used to prove properties about arbitrary

values of parameters, such as any length of time, any input sequence, or any number of neurons. Of

course, in any verification effort, whether model checking or theorem proving, the guarantees provided

rely on the correctness of any assumptions made; in our setting, this means that we must do our best

to correctly model neurons and archetypes.

The main contributions of this paper are:

• We define a Lustre model for a leaky integrate and fire neuron, six fundamental archetypes

(simple series, series with multiple outputs, parallel composition, negative loop, inhibition of a

behavior, and contralateral inhibition), and some representative couplings of these archetypes

(simple series within negative loop, concatenation of simple series and negative loop, and series

within contralateral inhibition). We also encode a pattern generator which generates periodic

inputs and consider the concatenation of pattern generator and negative loop, and the concate-

nation of pattern generator and inhibition.

• We formalize the following properties in Lustre: delayer or filter in a single-input neuron, n-

delayer or n-delayer/filter in a simple series, exclusive temporal activation in a series with multi-

ples outputs, parallel composition of n filters, oscillation in a negative loop, fixed point inhibition,

winner takes all in a contralateral inhibition, oscillation period extension in a simple series within

a negative loop, oscillation delay in concatenation of a simple series and a negative loop, and

winner takes all delay in a series within a contralateral inhibition. All the properties have been

verified thanks to the model checker Kind2 (for suitable parameter values).

• We define a Coq model for a leaky integrate and fire neuron and an abstract Coq archetype

model using Coq’s parameterized records.

• We formalize a variety of properties in Coq. The ones we focus on in this paper include the

delayer effect for a single-input neuron, the delayer effect for a simple series, and the spike

decreasing property for a single-input neuron. In these properties, there is no bound on the

number of input values over time or the number of neurons in a simple series; the proofs cover

all possible lengths of input values and series sizes. The accompanying code also includes proofs

for some other properties such as properties about inhibition behavior and the filter effect, which

have longer proofs and are not discussed in this paper.

• We complete a machine-checked proof for each property expressed in Coq. As discussed, formal

proofs are guaranteed to cover all possible cases; no details are overlooked as is often the case

in mathematical “on-paper” proofs.

• We carry out a rigorous comparison between the use of model checkers and theorem provers in

the context of neuronal network verification.

Observe that the neuron properties we prove are intrinsic properties of the proposed model, that

is, the neuron behavior expressed in our properties is the expected behavior of LI&F neurons. Other

classes of properties, such as the ones dealing with inter-spike memory, do not hold in our modelling

framework because LI&F neurons are not influenced by the history preceding the last spike. Other

models, such as the Hodgkin–Huxley model [45], are known for being able to reproduce more behaviors.

However, their computational complexity is high and they are not amenable for formal verification.

To the best of our knowledge, the two approaches reported in this paper (the model-checking

oriented approach and the theorem proving approach) are the only approaches to the formal verification
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of neuronal archetypes. The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we present the state of the

art concerning neural network modeling and, more generally, modeling and formal verification of

biological systems. In Section 3, we present a discrete version of the LI&F model. Section 4 is devoted

to the description of the neuronal archetypes we take into consideration. In Section 5, we introduced

background material on Lustre and Coq needed to understand the sections that follow. In Section

6, we present the details of the model checking approach. In the first subsection, we show archetype

behaviors (encoded in Lustre) and in the second subsection, we tackle the next logical step and deal

with some archetype couplings. In Section 7, we present the details of the theorem proving approach.

In the first subsection, we present the Coq model for neural networks, which includes definitions of

neurons, operations on them, and combining them into archetypes. In the second subsection, we

present and discuss the Coq specification and proof of three representative properties (the first two

properties are intentionally two of the properties of Section 6.2). Finally, in Section 8 we summarize

and compare the two proposed approaches on the formal verification of neuronal archetypes and give

some future research directions. This paper has the value of rigorously comparing the approaches

proposed in the conference papers [8, 9, 10]. Furthermore, it extends these papers by introducing new

archetype definitions and properties. The first author of this paper belongs to the intersection of the

author lists of the cited papers.

2 Related Work

In the last decades, there has been much promising research in the field of formal modelling and

verification of biological systems. As far as the modelling of biological systems is concerned, in the

literature we can find both qualitative and quantitative approaches. To express the qualitative nature

of dynamics, the most used formalisms are Thomas’ discrete models [46], Petri nets [47], p-calculus

[48], bio-ambients [49], and reaction rules [50]. To capture the dynamics from a quantitative point

of view, ordinary or stochastic differential equations are often used. More recent approaches include

hybrid Petri nets [51] and hybrid automata [52], stochastic p-calculus [53], and rule-based languages

with continuous/stochastic dynamics such as Kappa [54]. Relevant properties concerning the obtained

models are then often expressed using a formalism called temporal logic and verified thanks to model

checkers such as NuSMV [55] or PRISM [56].

Concerning the theorem proving approach, in [57] the authors propose the use of modal linear logic

as a unified framework to encode both biological systems and temporal properties of their dynamic

behavior. They focus on a model of the P53/Mdm2 DNA-damage repair mechanism and they prove

some desired properties using theorem proving techniques. In [58], the Coq Proof Assistant is exploited

to prove two theorems linking the topology and the dynamics of gene regulatory networks. In [59],

the authors advocate the use of higher-order logic to formalize reaction kinetics and exploit the HOL

Light theorem prover to verify some reaction-based models of biological networks. Finally, the Porgy

system is introduced in [60]. It is a visual environment which allows modeling of biochemical systems

as rule-based models. Rewriting strategies are used to choose the rules to be applied.

As far as neuronal networks are concerned, their modeling is classified into three generations in the

literature [61, 62]. First generation models, based on McCulloch-Pitts neurons [12] as computational

units, handle discrete inputs and outputs. Their computational units consist of a set of logic gates

with a threshold activation function. Second generation models, whose most representative example is

the multi-layer perceptron [63], exploit real valued activation functions. These networks, whose real-

valued outputs represent neuron firing rates, are widely used in the domain of artificial intelligence.

Third generation networks, also called spiking neural networks [62], are characterized by the relevance

of time aspects. Precise spike firing times are taken into account. Furthermore, they consider not only

current input spikes but also past ones (temporal summation). In [64], spiking neural networks are

classified with respect to their biophysical plausibility, that is, the number of behaviors (i.e., typical

responses to an input pattern) they can reproduce. Among these models, the Hodgkin-Huxley model

[45] is the one able to reproduce most behaviors. However, its simulation process is very expensive even

for a few neurons and for a small amount of time. In this work, we choose to use the leaky integrate
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and fire (LI&F) model [65], a computationally efficient approximation of a single-compartment model,

which proves to be amenable to formal verification.

In addition to the works reviewed in this paper [8, 9, 10], there are a few attempts at giving formal

models for spiking neural networks in the literature. In [66], a mapping of spiking neural P systems

into timed automata is proposed. In that work, the dynamics of neurons are expressed in terms of

evolution rules and durations are given in terms of the number of rules applied. Timed automata are

also exploited in [67] to model LI&F networks. This modeling is substantially different from the one

proposed in [66] because an explicit notion of duration of activities is given. Such a model is formally

validated against some crucial properties defined as temporal logic formulas and is then exploited to

find an assignment for the synaptic weights of neural networks so that they can reproduce a given

behavior.

3 Discrete Leaky Integrate and Fire Model

In this section, we introduce a discrete (Boolean) version of LI&F modeling. We first present the basic

biological knowledge associated to the modeled phenomena and then we detail the adopted model.

When a neuron receives a signal at one of its synaptic connections, it produces an excitatory or

an inhibitory post-synaptic potential (PSP) caused by the opening of selective ion channels according

to the post-synaptic receptor nature. An inflow of cations in the cell leads to an activation; an inflow

of anions in the cell corresponds to an inhibition. This local ions flow modify the membrane potential

either through a depolarization (excitation) or a hyperpolarization (inhibition). Such variations of the

membrane potential are progressively transmitted to the rest of the cell. The potential difference is

called membrane potential. In general, several to many excitations are necessary for the membrane

potential of the post-synaptic neuron to exceed its depolarization threshold, and thus to emit an action

potential at its axon hillock to transmit the signal to other neurons.

Two phenomena allow the cell to exceed its depolarization threshold: the spatial summation and

the temporal summation [68]. Spatial summation allows to sum the PSPs produced at different areas

of the membrane. Temporal summation allows to sum the PSPs produced during a finite time window.

This summation can be done thanks to a property of the membrane that behaves like a capacitor and

can locally store some electrical loads (capacitive property).

The neuron membrane, due to the presence of leakage channels, is not a perfect conductor and

capacitor and can be compared to a resistor inside an electrical circuit. Thus, the range of the PSPs

decreases with time and space (resistivity of the membrane).

A LI&F neuronal network is represented with a weighted directed graph where each node stands for

a neuron soma and each edge stands for a synaptic connection between two neurons. The associated

weight for each edge is an indicator of the weight of the connection on the receiving neuron: a positive

(resp. negative) weight is an activation (resp. inhibition).

The depolarization threshold of each neuron is modeled via the firing threshold τ , which is a

numerical value that the neuron membrane potential p shall exceed at a given time t to emit an action

potential, or spike, at the time t+ 1.

The membrane resistivity is symbolized with a numerical coefficient called the leak factor r, which

allows to decrease the range of a PSP over time.

Spatial summation is implicitly taken into account. In our model, a neuron u is connected to

another neuron v via a single synaptic connection of weight wuv. This connection represents the

entirety of the shared connections between u and v. Spatial summation is also more explicitly taken

into account with the fact that, at each instant, the neuron sums each signal received from each input

neuron. The temporal summation is done through a sliding integration window of length σ for each

neuron to sum all PSPs. Older PSPs are decreased by the leak factor r. This way, the biological

properties of the neuron are respected and the computational load remains limited. This allows us to

obtain finite state sets, and thus to easily apply model checking techniques.

More formally, the following definition can be given:
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Definition 1 Boolean Spiking Integrate and Fire Neural Network. A spiking Boolean inte-

grate and fire neural network is a tuple (V, E, w), where:

• V are Boolean spiking integrate and fire neurons,

• E ⊆ V × V are synapses,

• w : E → Q ∩ [−1, 1] is the synapse weight function associating to each synapse (u, v) a weight

wuv.

A spiking Boolean integrate and fire neuron is a tuple (τ, r, p, y), where:

• τ ∈ Q+ is the firing threshold,

• r ∈ Q ∩ [0, 1] is the leak factor,

• p : N→ Q is the [membrane] potential function defined as

p(t) =

{ ∑m
i=1wi · xi(t), if p(t− 1) > τ∑m

i=1wi · xi(t) + r · p(t− 1), otherwise

where p(0) = 0, m is the number of inputs of the neuron, wi is the weight of the synapse

connecting the ith input neuron to the current neuron, and xi(t) ∈ {0, 1} is the signal received at

the time t by the neuron through its ith input synapse (observe that, after the potential exceeds

its threshold, it is reset to 0),

• y : N→ {0, 1} is the neuron output function, defined as

y(t) =

{
1 if p(t) > τ
0 otherwise.

(for the Lustre implementation, we set y = 1 if

p(t − 1) > τ in order to prevent neurons from receiving and emitting signals at the same time

unit.)

The development of the recursive equation for the membrane potential function and the introduction

of a sliding time window of length σ lead to the following equation for p (when p(t − 1) < τ):

p(t) =
∑σ

e=0 r
e
∑m

i=1wi · xi(t − e), where e represents the time elapsed until the current one. The

sliding window is useful for the Lustre implementation.

4 Case Studies

In this paper we consider six case studies, which are the basic archetypes graphically depicted in

Figure 1. These archetypes can be coupled to potentially constitute a bigger one.

• Simple series is a sequence of neurons where each element of the chain receives as input the

output of the preceding one.

• Series with multiple outputs is a series where, at each time unit, we are interested in knowing

the outputs of all the neurons (i.e., all the neurons are considered as output ones).

• Parallel composition is a set of neurons receiving as input the output of a given neuron.

• Negative loop is a loop consisting of two neurons: the first neuron activates the second one

while the latter inhibits the former.

• Inhibition of a behavior consists of two neurons, the first one inhibiting the second one.

• Contralateral inhibition consists of two or more neurons, each one inhibiting the other ones.
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Figure 1: The basic neuronal archetypes.

5 Background

In Section 5.1, we present the Lustre language used in the model checking approach, and in Section

5.2, we present the Coq Proof Assistant used in the theorem proving approach.

5.1 The Synchronous Language Lustre and Model Checking

As explained in Section 1, we adopt the synchronous language Lustre [19] to describe neuronal behav-

iors with a declarative modeling approach. Such a programming language is based on the synchronicity

hypothesis, which is characterized by the concept of logical time. Lustre considers time as a sorted

discrete flow of signals. At each time unit (clock value), systems react to inputs and generate outputs

at the same instant. A Lustre code displays time dependencies between signals and explains them

thanks to a set of equations. This mechanism allows to express time as an infinite sequence of (natural)

values. A Lustre program behaves as a cyclic system: all the present variables take their nth value at

the nth execution step.

The basic structure of a Lustre program is the node. In a Lustre node, equations, expressions,

and assertions are used to express output variable sequences of values from input variable sequences.

Variables are typed: types can be either basic (Boolean, integer, real), or complex (structure or vector).

Complex types are defined by the user. Usual operators over basic types exist: +, -, ...; and, or,

not; if then else. These data operators only work with variables sharing the same clock. The result
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shares the same clock too. Furthermore, Lustre disposes of two main temporal operators to handle

logical time represented by clocks. These operators are pre and →:

• pre (for previous) reacts as a memory: if (e1, e2, ....., en, . . . ) is the flow E, pre(E) is the flow

(nil, e1, e2, ..., en, . . . ), where nil is the undefined value denoting uninitialized memory.

• → (meaning “followed by”) is used with the pre operator and prevents from having uninitialized

memory: let E = (e1, e2, . . . , en, . . . ) and F = (f1, f2, . . . , fn, . . . ) be two flows, then E→F is the

expression

(e1, f2, . . . , fn, . . . ).

Equations define output variables in nodes. As an example, to generate the flow of odd and even

numbers we can specify the following Lustre node:

node odd_even (freeze:bool) returns (odd, even:int)

let

odd = 0 -> if freeze then pre(odd)

else pre(odd)+2;

even = 1 -> if freeze then pre(even)

else pre(even)+2;

tel

In the code above, we can see that the variable freeze is able to change the behavior of the node:

when it is true, the output variables are frozen; when it is false, the odd and even variables increase

as expected.

The corresponding timetable is given in Figure 2.

Figure 2: Timetable corresponding to the execution of the node odd even.

Moreover, assertions can be exploited to force variable values. Assertions allow to take the envi-

ronment into account by making assumptions which consist in boolean expressions. These expressions

must always be true. For instance, the assertion:

assert (true→ (not x) or (pre(not x))) says that in the value sequence of x, no two consecutive

true exist.

Lustre is a unifying framework: on one side, it allows to model reactive systems, on the other side

it gives the possibility to express some temporal properties concerning the modeled systems. These

properties are written as Lustre nodes called observers [20], which verify the outputs of the program

under verification for each possible instant, and return true if the encoded behavior is satisfied, false

otherwise. The tool kind2 [25, 26] allows to make automatic verifications. We have chosen it for its
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compatibility with the Lustre syntax and for its efficiency compared to other model checkers such as

Lesar [21] and Nbac [22]. If the given property is not true for all possible input variable values, then

kind2 gives a counterexample, which consists in an execution trace leading to the violation of the

property.

5.2 The Coq Proof Assistant

In this section, we introduce the main Coq features we exploit for neural network modeling. Additional

information on Coq can be found in [36, 69]. The full implementation of our model along with the

properties and their proofs described in this section, Section 7, and the appendix are available at

http://www.site.uottawa.ca/~afelty/coq-archetypes/.

Coq is a formal proof management system that implements the Calculus of Inductive Construc-

tions [70], which is an expressive higher-order logic [71]. Such a system allows users to formalize and

prove properties in this logic. Expressions in the logic include a functional programming language.

Such a language is typed (every Coq expression has a type). For instance, X:nat says that variable

X takes its value in the domain of natural numbers. The types we employ in our model include nat,

Q, bool, and list which denote natural numbers, rational numbers, booleans, and lists of elements

respectively. These types are available in Coq’s standard libraries. All the elements of a list must have

the same type. For example, L:list nat expresses that L is a list of natural numbers. An empty

list is denoted by [] or nil in Coq. Functions are the basic components of functional programming

languages. The general form of a Coq function is given below.

Definition/Fixpoint Function Name
(Input1: Type of Input1) . . .
(Inputn: Type of Inputn): Output Type :=

Body of the function.

The Coq keywords Definition and Fixpoint are used to define non-recursive and recursive func-

tions, respectively. These keywords are followed by the function name. After the function name, there

are the input arguments and their corresponding types. Inputs having the same type can be grouped.

For instance, (X Y Z: Q) states all variables X, Y, and Z are rational numbers. Inputs are followed

by a colon, which is followed by the output type of the function. Finally, there is a Coq expression

representing the body of the function, followed by a dot.

In Coq, pattern matching is exploited to perform case analysis. This useful feature is used, for

instance, in recursive functions, for discriminating between base cases and recursive cases. For example,

it is employed to distinguish between empty and nonempty lists. A non-empty list consists of the first

element of the list (the head), followed by a double colon, followed by the rest of the list (the tail).

The tail of a list itself is a list and its elements have the same type as the head element. For instance,

let L be the list (5::2::9::nil) containing three natural numbers. In Coq, the list L can also be

written as [5;2;9], where the head is 5 and the tail is [2;9]. Thus, non-empty lists in Coq often

follow the general pattern (h::t). In addition, there are two functions in Coq library called hd and

tl that return the head and the tail of a list, respectively. For example, (hd d l) returns the head

of the list l. Here, d is a default value returned if l is an empty list and thus does not have a head.

Also, (tl l) returns the tail of the list l and returns nil if there is no tail.

Another Coq data type is natural numbers. A natural number is either 0 or the successor of

another natural number, written (S n), where n is a natural number. For instance, 1 is represented

as (S 0), 2 as (S (S 0)), etc. In the code below, some patterns for lists and natural numbers are

shown using Coq’s match. . . with. . . end pattern matching construct.

match X with

| 0 ⇒ calculate something when X = 0

| S n ⇒ calculate something when X is successor of n
end
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match L with

| [] ⇒ calculate something when L is an empty list
| h::t ⇒ calculate something when L has head h

followed by tail t
end

In addition to the data types that are defined in Coq libraries, new data types can be introduced. One

way to do so is using Coq’s facility for defining records. Records can have different fields with different

types. For instance, we can define a record with three fields Fieldnat, FieldQ, and ListField, which

have types natural number, rational number, and list of natural numbers, respectively. Fields in Coq

records can also represent constraints on other fields. For instance, field CR in the code below states

that field Fieldnat must be greater than 7. The Coq syntax for the definition of the full record is

shown in the code below.

Record Sample_Record := MakeSample {

Fieldnat: nat;

FieldQ: Q;

ListField: list nat;

CR: Fieldnat > 7 }.

S: Sample_Record

A record is a type like any other type in Coq, and so variables can have the new record type. For

example, variable S with type Sample Record is an example. When a variable of this record type gets

a value, all the constraints in the record have to be satisfied. For example, Fieldnat of S cannot be

less than or equal to 7.

6 Model Checking Approach and Experiments

This section is devoted to our model checking approach to proving dynamic properties of neurons,

archetypes, and their coupling. In Section 6.1, we report on the experiment setup. In Section 6.2, we

present the encoding of neurons and archetypes and some temporal properties in Lustre. In Section

6.3, we discuss archetype coupling and corresponding properties in Lustre.

6.1 Experimental Setup

All the experiments of this part are performed on a personal computer with the following character-

istics: Proc Intel Core i3-4005U CPU 1.70GHz*4, 3.8 GB Memory, operating system Ubuntu 16.04

LTS. We encode neuronal networks of maximal size equal to 20 (this size is reached for archetype

coupling). The model checking computation times with Kind2 are at most 0.15 seconds for single

neurons, 0.25 seconds for archetypes, 0.36 seconds for archetype coupling, and 53.55 seconds for com-

positions including the pattern generator. Maximum resident set size (the portion of memory occupied

by a process that is held in main memory) for Kind2 is around 17 Mbytes for single neurons, 18.5

Mbytes for archetypes, 19 Mbytes for archetype coupling, and 51 Mbytes for compositions including

the pattern generator.

6.2 Encoding Neuronal Archetypes and Temporal Properties in Lustre

Lustre allows easy modeling and encoding of neuron behaviors. An input matrix (mem) is used to

record present and past received signals. For each instant, the leftmost column of this matrix stores

the (weighted) current inputs and, for the other columns, values are defined as follows: (i) they are

equal to 0 at the first instant (initialization) and (ii) for all the next instants, they are reset to 0 in

case of spike emission at the previous instant, and they take the preceding time unit value of their own

left column (for the corresponding row) otherwise. This process implements a sliding time window
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and is encoded with the pre operator. Such an input matrix is multiplied, at each instant, by a vector

of remaining coefficients (rvector) and, whenever the firing threshold is reached, a spike is emitted

(at the next time unit). The code defining a Lustre neuron with one input data stream is given below.

In the node neuron, X is the spike input stream and w is the weight of the input edge.

node neuron (X: bool; w:int) returns(Spike: bool);

var threshold, V: int;

rvector: int^5;

mem: int^5;

localS: bool;

let

threshold=105;

rvector[0..4]=[10,5,3,2,1];

V=mem[0]*rvector[0]+mem[1]*rvector[1]+

mem[2]*rvector[2]+mem[3]*rvector[3]+

mem[4]*rvector[4];

localS=(V>=threshold);

mem[0]=if X then w else 0;

mem[1..4]=[0,0,0,0]->if pre(localS) then 0

else pre(mem[0..3]);

Spike= false -> pre(localS);

-- reaction at the next instant

tel

All the values are multiplied by ten in order to work in fixed point precision, and thus have better

model checking performances. Notice that all the constants of this Lustre node can be given as

parameters as follows:

node neuron (X: bool; w, threshold: int;

rvector: int^5)

returns(Spike: bool);

Lustre is a modular language and, thanks to this feature, archetypes can be directly encoded from

basic neurons. As a first example, the Lustre code for a simple series composed of three neurons of

type neuron is given in the code below.

node series3 (X:bool; w:int) returns(Spike:bool);

var chain: bool^3;

let

chain[0]=neuron(X,w);

chain[1..2]=neuron(chain[0..1],w);

Spike=chain[2];

tel

In the node series3, each position of the vector chain refers to a different neuron of the chain.

As far as the first neuron is concerned, it is enough to call the node neuron with the input X of the

series as first input. For the other neurons of the chain, their behavior is modeled by calling neuron

with the output of the preceding neuron as first input. The output of the node is the output of the

last neuron of the series.

As a second example, we give the encoding of the negative loop. As illustrated in Figure 1(d),

let us suppose to have a two-input activator neuron and a one-input inhibitor neuron. The Lustre

interface of the activator and inhibitor neurons, neuron act and neuron inh, are given in the code

below. In neuron act, X1 (resp. X2) is the activating (resp. inhibiting) input and w1 (resp. w2) the

corresponding weight.
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node neuron_act (X1,X2:bool; w1,w2:int)

returns(Spike:bool);

node neuron_inh (X:bool; w1:int)

returns(Spike:bool);

The Lustre code for the negative loop archetype is the following one.

node negative_loop (X:bool; w1,w2,w3:int)

returns(Spike_act, Spike_inh:bool);

var mem0,mem1:bool;

let

mem0=neuron_act(X,mem1,w1,w2);

mem1=neuron_inh(mem0,w3);

Spike_act=mem0;

Spike_inb=mem1;

tel

In the node negative loop, the activator neuron takes as first input the input X of the archetype

and as second input the output of the inhibitor neuron (mem1); it stocks the result in mem0. On the

other hand, the inhibitor neuron takes as first input the output of the activator neuron (mem0) and

stocks the result in mem1. The first (resp. second) output of this node is mem0 (resp. mem1), which is

the output of the activator (resp. inhibitor) neuron.

In the rest of this subsection, we focus on relevant properties of neurons and archetypes (we use 1

to denote true and 0 to denote false).

6.2.1 Single Neurons

Firstly, we concentrate on single neuron behaviors. Whatever the parameters of a neuron are (input

synaptic weights, firing threshold, leak factor, length of the integration window), it can only behave in

one of the two following ways: (i) the sum of the current entries (multiplied by their weights) allows

to reach the threshold (and thus, for each time units when the neuron gets enough input signals, it

emits a spike at the next instant), or (ii) several time units are required to overtake the threshold.

More formally, given a neuron with a unique input, property 1 has been checked thanks to kind2:

Property 1 [Delayer or filter in a single-input neuron.] Given a neuron receiving an input

flow on the alphabet {0, 1}, it can only express one of the two exclusive following behaviors:

Delayer effect. It emits a 0 followed by a flow identical to the input.

Filter effect. It emits at least two occurrences of 0 at the beginning and can never emit two consec-

utive occurrences of 1.

From a biological point of view, in the first case (delayer) we can speak of instantaneous integrator

and in the second case (filter) of long time integrator. In the case of a delayer, the neuron just emits a

sequence identical to the input, with a delay of one time unit. In the case of a filter, the neuron only

transmits one signal out of x (1/x filter). Note that if the neuron is not able to overtake its threshold

(wall effect), we have a limit case of the filter effect. The Lustre observer of property 1, consisting of

an exclusive conjunction between a delayer and a filter, is given in the code below.
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node delayer (X: bool; w: int) returns(OK: bool);

var

SX, Out, S1, verif, preverif: bool;

let

Out = neuron(X, w);

S1 = true -> Out;

SX = false -> pre(X);

verif = true->if SX then S1 else false;

preverif = true->pre(verif);

OK = if preverif and verif then true else false;

tel

In the node delayer, the output OK is true if the output of neuron follows its input of one time unit.

node filter (X: bool; w: int) returns(OK: bool);

var

Out: bool;

let

Out = neuron(X,w);

OK =true -> if Out then not pre(Out)

else not Out;

tel

In the node filter, we check whether, if the output of the neuron Out is true, then it was false

at the previous time unit.

node prop1 (X: bool; w: int) returns (OK: bool);

var

S1,S2, Verif: bool;

let

S1 = delayer(X, w);

S2 = filter(X, w);

Verif = S1 XOR S2;

OK = confirm_property_2_ticks(X) or Verif;

tel

Because of the initialization, the properties can only become true after two ticks. To avoid this

problem, we integrate a node confirm property 2 ticks, which is able to force the properties to true

only for the first two ticks.

6.2.2 Simple Series (see Fig. 1(a))

A simple series of length n behaves according to the neurons composing it. There are two cases: (i)

the series contains n delayers (and in this case it acts as a delayer of n time units), or (ii) it contains

at least one filter (it thus shows a n-delayer effect composed of a filter effect). More formally, the

following property can be given:

Property 2 [n-delayer or n-delayer/filter in a simple series.] Given a series of length n

receiving an input flow on the alphabet {0, 1}, it can only express one of the two exclusive following

behaviors:

n-delayer effect. It emits a sequence of 0 of length n followed by a flow identical to the input one.

n-delayer/filter effect. It emits a sequence of 0 of length at least n + 1 and can never emit two

consecutive 1.
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A consequence of property 2 is that a simple series cannot constitute a permanent signal, e.g., if

it receives an oscillatory signal as input, it is not able to emit a sequence of 1 as output. We can also

point out that filter neurons do not commute in a simple series. For instance, if in a series of two

neurons a 1/2 filter (that is, a neuron emitting a 1 every two instants when receiving a sequence of

1) precedes a 1/3 filter, the result is a 1/6 filter. If the two neurons are inverted, the result is a wall

effect (no signals are emitted). In order to avoid wall effects, the most selective neurons should thus

be the first ones.

6.2.3 Series with Multiple Outputs (see Fig. 1(b))

In a series with multiple outputs, the emission of each neuron depends by the emissions of the preceding

neurons. Furthermore, the following property is valid:

Property 3 [Exclusive temporal activation in a series with multiples outputs.] When a

series of n delayers with multiples outputs receives the output of a 1/n filter, only one neuron at a

time overtakes its threshold (and thus emits a spike).

As a consequence, in the configuration of Property 3 two neurons can not emit at the same time.

6.2.4 Parallel Composition (see Fig. 1(c))

As far as the parallel composition is concerned, the number of spikes emitted in parallel at each

instant is in between a given interval, whose upper bound is not necessarily the number of neurons

in parallel (because, even if each single neuron has the capability to emit, the parallel neurons can be

unsynchronized, that is, not able to emit simultaneously).

Moreover, the following relevant property holds:

Property 4 [Parallel composition of n filters.] Given a parallel composition with a delayer

connected to n filters of different selectivity connected to the same delayer, it is possible to emit as

output a sequence of 1 of length k, with k ≥ n.

To have a sequence of 1 of length k, the key idea is to take the parallel composition of n filters of

different selectivity 1/Xi, where i ∈ {1, ., n} and X1,...,Xn is the set of prime numbers in between 2

and k. Moreover, the parallel composition can be exploited to constitute a permanent signal from a

not permanent one.

6.2.5 Negative Loop (see Fig. 1(d))

If, without considering the inhibiting edge, the two neurons of a negative loop operate as delayers, then

the two neurons show an oscillatory output behavior (provided that a permanent signal is injected in

the archetype). More precisely, the following property is verified:

Property 5 [Oscillation in a negative loop.] Given a negative loop composed of two delayers,

when a sequence of 1 is given as input, the activator neuron oscillates with a pattern of the form 1100

(and the inhibitor expresses the same behavior delayed of one time unit).

The Lustre observer for the activator neuron of property 5 is given in the code below.

node oscil(X:bool; w1,w2,w3:int) returns(OK: bool);

var S1,S2,Out:bool;

let Out1,Out2=negative_loop(X,w1,w2,w3);

S1=true->pre(Out);

S2=true->pre(S1);

S=if Out then not S2 else S2;

tel
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Let negative loop be the Lustre node encoding the negative loop archetype and let Out1 be the

output of the activator neuron, as explained at the beginning of the section. In the node oscil we

check that (i) if Out1 is true, then it was false two time units ago and (ii) if Out1 is false then it was

true two time units ago.

The Lustre observer for the inhibitor neuron of property 5 is given in the code below.

node follow (X:bool; w1,w2,w3:int) returns(OK: bool);

var

Out1,Out2,preOut1:bool;

let

Out1,Out2=negative_loop(X,w1,w2,w3);

preOut1=false->pre(Out1);

OK=(Out2=preOut1);

tel

In the node follow we check that Out2, the output of the inhibitor neuron, is the same as Out1,

the output of the inhibitor neuron, with a delay of one time unit.

6.2.6 Inhibition of a Behavior (see Fig. 1(e))

For a large class of neuron parameters (that is, firing threshold, leak factor, and length of the integra-

tion window), property 6 holds:

Property 6 [Fixed point inhibition.] Given an inhibition archetype, if a sequence of 1 is given as

input, at a certain time the inhibited neuron can only emit 0 values.

6.2.7 Contralateral Inhibition (see Fig. 1(f))

It has been shown that there is a set of neuron parameters for which the following behavior can be

observed.

Property 7 [Winner takes all in a contralateral inhibition.] Given a contralateral inhibition

archetype with two or more neurons, if a sequence of 1 is given as input, starting from a given time

one neuron is activated and the other ones are inhibited.

The intuition is that the most excited neuron becomes the most inhibitory one, and even if it is itself

inhibited, it necessarily is less inhibited than its neighbors.

Some additional properties related to the different archetypes can be found in [72]. We are currently

studying some supplementary archetypes such as the positive loop, where a first neuron activates a

second neuron, which in turn activates the former one. While the negative loop is very frequent

and allows to regulate systems, the negative loop is less frequent. On one hand, it allows to extend

signals in time, on the other hand it can provoke a chain reaction where the system activates itself

up to reaching its maximum, without having the capability of leaving it. It is interesting to find the

conditions under which this phenomenon can be observed.

6.3 Archetype Coupling in Lustre

Two archetypes can be coupled in the following ways: (i) by connecting the output(s) of one archetype

to the input(s) of the other one, that is, by making a concatenation, (ii) by nesting one archetype

within the other one. In this subsection we introduce some representative couplings among the ones

we treated. In the following figures, these acronyms are used: A for activator, I for inhibitor, D for

delayer, F for filter, G for pattern generator, S for series, and C for collector.
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Figure 3: Series of n delayers nested between the activator and the inhibitor of a negative loop.

6.3.1 Simple Series within Negative Loop

We start considering a series of n delayers nested between the activator and the inhibitor of a negative

loop, as illustrated in Figure 3. We remind that, when a sequence of 1 is injected in the negative loop

archetype, an oscillating output of the form 1100 is produced (see Property 5). The addition of the

series involves an augmentation of the oscillation period, which passes from 2 to n. More precisely,

the following property holds:

Property 8 [Oscillation period extension in a simple series within a negative loop.] Given

a simple series of delayers of length n within a negative loop, if a sequence of 1 is given as input, the

output of the activator is of the form : 0(1n+20n+2)ω (we recall that xy denotes the repetition of x for

y time units and xω denotes the infinite repetition of x.)

6.3.2 Concatenation of Simple Series and Negative Loop

We consider now a series of n delayers preceding a negative loop, as illustrated in Figure 4. In this

Figure 4: Series of n delayers connected to the activator of a negative loop.

case, the oscillation period is not modified but the beginning of the oscillation is delayed. More in

detail:

Property 9 [Oscillation delay in concatenation of a simple series and a negative loop.]

Given a simple series of delayers of length n connected to the activator of a negative loop, if a sequence

of 1 is given as input, the output of the activator is of the form : 0n(1100)ω.

As a next step, it is important to identify all the input patterns of the negative loop producing an

oscillatory trend output. Since the simple series is only able to transmit or filter signals (see Property

2), in the next subsection we present a neuron combination which is able to produce all the patterns

of a fixed length on the alphabet {0, 1}.
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6.3.3 Concatenation of Periodic Pattern Generator and Negative Loop

Let us consider the system which is graphically depicted in Figure 5. As input of the system, a

sequence of 1 is received by a 1/n filter connected to a series of n delayers with multiple outputs,

which is then connected to a collector delayer neuron. One can choose to activate or deactivate each

one of the edges linking the neurons of the series to the collector. We could prove that this system

can generate all the patterns of length n on the alphabet {0, 1}. To get the different patterns, the

intuition is to play with the activation/deactivation combinations of the edges connecting the neurons

of the series to the collector neuron.

Figure 5: Generator of periodic patterns based on a series with multiple outputs.

Another example of pattern generator is illustrated in Figure 6.

Figure 6: Generator of periodic patterns based on a parallel composition.

In this system, a 1/n filter is connected to n simple series of delayers, of increasing length from 1

to n. The edges linking the filter to the series can be activated or deactivated (the key idea is that

the activation of the series of length x allows the emission of a 1 in the x-position of the pattern).

While the first generator has a number of nodes and edges which is linear with respect to the length

of the pattern to generate, in the second generator the number of nodes and edges is quadratic. For

this reason, we employ the first generator for our studies.

Figure 7: Generator of periodic patterns connected to the activator of a negative loop.

For different values of n, we connected the pattern generator to the input of the negative loop (see

Figure 7) and we retrieved all the patterns able to produce oscillations. We take into account not

only strict Square Oscillations, where the number of 1 equals the number of 0, but also Pulse Wave
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Modulations with a ratio of almost fifty percent (where the difference between the consecutive number

of 1 and the consecutive number of 0 is at most 2).

For instance, for n = 5, the pattern 11001 generates oscillations of the form 11000 as output of the

negative loop (we recall that a simple series getting a sequence of 1 as input cannot emit a pattern of

the form 11001).

6.3.4 Series within Contralateral Inhibition

In this subsection we study the integration of a simple series of n delayers within a two neurons

contralateral inhibition to defer the inhibition of the losing neuron. For this purpose, we use a first

neuron N1 acting as a delayer (if inhibitions are neglected) connected to a simple series Sn of n

delayers, which inhibits a second neuron N2. The second neuron (which is a delayer too) inhibits N1

and the second inhibition is weaker than the first one (see Figure 8).

Figure 8: Series of n delayers within a contralateral inhibition of two neurons.

The goal is to understand how the winner takes all behavior (see Property 7) is affected when the

inhibition of the loser neuron is deferred. We verify that, for several inhibitor edge weights, the delayer

series introduction makes the system stabilize later. Furthermore, as shown Figure 9, the stabilization

is preceded by n+ 1 damped oscillations of period n+ 2.

Figure 9: Output of N1 and N2 for a simple series of n = 6 delayers nested in a two neurons
contralateral inhibition (see Figure 8).

The first oscillation of N1 consists of one 1 and a number of 0 equal to n+ 1. For each subsequent

oscillation, the number of 1 (resp. of 0) increases (resp. decreases) of one unit. After its last oscillation,
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N1 emits an infinite sequence of 1. The behavior of N2 is symmetric (its first oscillation is composed

of one 0 and n+ 1 occurrences of 1).

The following property has been modeled as a Lustre observer and proved for multiple inhibitor

edge weights:

Property 10 [Winner takes all delay in a series within a contralateral inhibition] Let us

consider a delayer neuron N1 connected to a series of n delayers Sn inhibiting a delayer neuron N2,

which in turn inhibits N1. The edge inhibiting N2 has a higher absolute value than the one inhibiting

N1. Let us suppose a sequence of 1 is given as input of the archetype composition. When N1 emits a

sequence of 1 as long as the first sequence of 1 emitted by N2, then, after the emission of a 0 by N1,

N1 (resp. N2) only emits a sequence of 1 (resp. 0).

The two diagrams of Figure 10 and Figure 11 allow to make the behavioral comparison between a

two neuron contralateral inhibition and the same archetype equipped with a single delayer. In both

plots, the y-axis (resp. x-axis) represents the weight of the edge inhibiting the first (resp. second)

neuron. Blue (resp. red) points represent pairs of weight values for which the stabilization is (resp. is

not) reached within the first four time units. We can identify that, passing from the first (Figure 10)

to the second diagram (Figure 11), the red zone (non satisfaction of the winner takes all property)

increases. Moreover, the growth of the red zone is asymmetric, which reflects the asymmetry of the

archetype composition. Contrary to what is expected, the neuron proved to win more often within

the first four time units is the one preceding the delayer series (even if its output inhibitor signal is

delayed of one time unit).

Notice that the current observers we propose deal with infinite values but cannot cover the whole

parameter space. In the future, we intend to define more subtle observers to improve the space

covering. For instance, we plan to prove the stability (or the linear growth?) of the red regions of

Figure 10.

Figure 10: Verification of the winner takes all behavior for the different values of the inhibiting weights
of the two neurons in a simple contralateral inhibition.
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Figure 11: Verification of the winner takes all behavior for the different values of the inhibiting weights
of the two neurons in a contralateral inhibition with two neurons and the insertion of one single delayer.

6.3.5 Concatenation of Pattern Generator and Inhibition

As last representative example, we propose to concatenate the pattern generator with the inhibition

archetype (see Figure 12).

Figure 12: Pattern generator followed by inhibition.

As a first step, we kept the neuron parameters and edge weights obtained for the inhibition

archetype alone, and searched for the input patterns able to entail the desired behavior (that is,

starting from a given time, the inhibited neuron stops emitting spikes, see Property 6). With the pre-

vious parameters, the permanent sequence of 1 is the only pattern allowing to get the given behavior.

We then succeeded in finding other patterns giving the inhibition property when the weight of the

inhibiting edge is strengthened. We checked the property for every pattern of length n < 8. Patterns

are classified with respect to the maximal inhibitor edge weight allowing to obtain the given behavior

(histogram of Figure 13).
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Figure 13: Classes of maximal inhibitory weights allowing the inhibition behavior. The orange color
corresponds to palindrome patterns (Pal), the blue color corresponds to patterns whose twin is in the
same class (PaC), and the yellow color stands for patterns whose twin falls in another class (PaS).

We can see that, if a given pattern is not a palindrome (that is, its reading from the left to the

right and from the right to the left is different), it necessarily has a twin pattern (which is obtained

by scanning the given pattern from the right to the left, and is different from the given pattern).

There are several cases in which a pattern and its twin are not in the same weight class. For instance,

for n = 7, the pattern 0110100 and its twin 0010110 are in two different (neighbor) classes. We can

deduce that in a pattern, the number of zeros and ones is not the only important feature: the way

zeros are interleaved by ones is relevant.

7 Theorem Proving Approach and Results

We first discuss the experimental setup in Section 7.1. Then in Section 7.2, we present the Coq

definitions used to encode neurons and archetypes in Coq, and in Section 7.3, we discuss properties of

archetypes and their proofs in Coq.

7.1 Experimental Setup

Our proof development was done in Coq version 8.11 on an Intel(R) Core(TM)-i7 4710HQ 2.50 GHz

CPU with 8GB of RAM and on Windows 10.0 professional version. The Coq file takes 21.22 seconds to

fully load and execute on this system. This file contains over 1,200 lines of Coq proof script; about 20%

of the code defines the model and the rest contains the proofs. As described in the next subsection,

the model is defined as a set of Coq definitions that allow for arbitrary values of parameters, such as

any length of time, any input sequence, or any number of neurons in a simple series.

The real cost of proving theorems in a proof assistant is not the execution time needed to load

and check the proofs nor the required memory, which is close to constant for our application; the real

cost is the time that it takes for the user to interactively guide the proof assistant through the proof.

Because of the complex nature of the properties we consider, automated theorem proving alone is not

enough. The expert user must guide the proof assistant by choosing tactics that implement the high

level ideas of the proof such as the kind of induction to use. The proof assistant can take care of

many details automatically, but in our application, this occurs quickly enough so that an interactive

user notices no delay. Once a proof is complete, it is checked and verified by the proof assistant. Any

human mistakes result in an error report, which must be fixed before the system accepts the proof.
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Although the exact time is hard to compute because the proofs were carried out over a long period

of time, we estimate that on average it took one person approximately 2 full-time weeks to complete

each proof. To give some examples, the delayer effect took about a month and the spike decreasing

property required about a week. Since we use abstraction to break the development into lemmas, as

we continue our development, we expect the difficulty of the interactive proof development to remain

constant and the load time of the completed development to increase linearly with the number of lines

of proof script.

7.2 Encoding Neurons and Archetypes in Coq

We start illustrating our formalization of neural networks in Coq with the code below.

Record Neuron := MakeNeuron {

Output:list nat;

Weights:list Q;

Leak_Factor:Q;

Tau:Q;

Current:Q;

Output_Bin: Bin_List Output;

LeakRange: Qle_bool 0 Leak_Factor = true /\

Qle_bool Leak_Factor 1 = true;

PosTau: Qlt_bool 0 Tau = true;

WRange: WeightInRange Weights = true }.

Fixpoint potential (Weights: list Q)

(Inputs: list nat): Q :=

match Weights, Inputs with

| nil, _ => 0

| _, nil => 0

| h1::t1, h2::t2 => if (beq_nat h2 0%nat)

then (potential t1 t2)

else (potential t1 t2) + h1

end.

To define a neuron, we use Coq’s basic record structure. This record consists of five fields with

their corresponding types, and four fields representing constraints that the first five fields must satisfy

according to the LI&F model defined in Section 3. A neuron output (Output) is represented as a list

of natural numbers, with one entry for each time step. The weights linked to the inputs of the neuron

(Weights) are stored in a list of rational numbers (one for each input in some fixed order). The leak

factor (Leak Factor), the firing threshold (Tau), and the most recent neuron membrane potential

(Current) are rational numbers. As far as the four conditions are concerned, PosTau states that Tau

must be positive (i.e., Qlt bool 0 Tau = true is the Coq representation for 0 < τ , which encodes

the condition τ ∈ Q+ from Definition 1). Qlt bool and other arithmetic operators can be found in

Coq’s rational number library. The other three conditions state, respectively, that Output contains

only 0s and 1s (it is a binary list), Leak Factor is between 0 and 1 inclusive, and each input weight

is in the interval [-1, 1]. We do not provide the definitions of Bin List and WeightInRange used in

these statements. The reader can consult the accompanying Coq code for details.

For each neuron N, we write (Output N) to denote its first field, and similarly for the other fields.

To define a new neuron with values O, W, L, T, and C with the suitable types, and proofs P1,. . . ,

P4 of the four constraints, we write (MakeNeuron O W L T C P1 P2 P3 P4).

The next definition in the above code computes the weighted sum of the inputs of a neuron, which

is fundamental for the calculation of the potential function of a neuron (see Definition 1). In this

recursive function, there are two arguments: Weights, which represents some number m of weights
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w1, . . . , wm, and Inputs, which represents m inputs x1, . . . , xm. The function returns an element of

type Q. Its definition employs pattern matching on both inputs at the same time. In the body of

the definition there are booleans, the if statement, and the equality operator on natural numbers

(beq nat), all from Coq’s standard libraries. Natural number constants, such as 0%nat above, are

given with their types to differentiate them from rational number constants, whose types are omitted.

Although, the potential function is always called with two lists of the same length, Coq requires

functions to be total; if two lists have different length, we return a “default” value of 0 in the base

cases. Furthermore, when this function is called, Inputs, which is the second argument of the function,

must be a binary list (that is, it can only contain the natural numbers 0 and 1). Thus, when the head

of the list h2 is 0, we do not need to add anything to the final sum because anything multiplied by 0 is

0. In such a case, we just call the function recursively on the remaining weights and inputs t1 and t2,

respectively. On the other hand, if h2 is 1, we add h1, the head of Weights, to the final sum, which

is the recursive call on t1 and t2. We need to implement the potential function in this way because

h1 and h2 cannot be multiplied in Coq because they have different types. Recall that h1 is a rational

number and h2 is a natural number.

The following code illustrates the NextPotential function, which computes p(t) from Definition

1.

Definition NextPotential

(N: Neuron) (Inputs: list nat): Q :=

if (Qle_bool (Tau N) (Current N))

then (potential (Weights N) Inputs)

else (potential (Weights N) Inputs) +

(Leak_Factor N) * (Current N).

Recall that (Current N) is the most recent potential value of the neuron, which is p(t − 1) in

Definition 1. (Qle bool (Tau N) (Current N)) represents τ ≤ p(t − 1), and we use the potential

function defined before to compute the weighted sum of the neuron inputs. Finally, the last line

computes r · p(t− 1).

The following code gives two important definitions.

Definition NextOutput

(N: Neuron) (Inputs: list nat): nat :=

if (Qle_bool (Tau N) (NextPotential N Inputs))

then 1%nat

else 0%nat

Definition NextNeuron

(N: Neuron) (Inputs: list nat): Neuron :=

MakeNeuron

((NextOutput N Inputs)::(Output N))

(Weights N)

(Leak_Factor N)

(Tau N)

(NextPotential N Inputs)

(NextOutput_Bin_List N Inputs (Output_Bin N))

(LeakRange N)

(PosTau N)

(WRange N).

The first definition calculates the next output of the neuron, which is y(t) in Definition 1. Recall

that (NextPotential N Inputs) computes p(t). The expression (Qle bool (Tau N) (NextPotential

N Inputs)) thus encodes the constraint τ ≤ p(t).
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In our model, the state of each neuron is represented by the Output and Current fields. The

Output field of a neuron in the initial state is [0%nat], which represents a list containing one 0. The

Current field denotes the initial potential value, which is set to 0. A neuron changes its state by

processing its inputs. After treating a list of n inputs, the Output field becomes a list of length n+ 1

containing 0’s and 1’s, and the Current field is set to the value of the potential after processing these

n inputs. A state change occurs by applying the NextNeuron function reported in the above code to

a neuron and a list of inputs. We represent a neuron at its later state by generating a new record

with the new values for Output and Current, and other values directly copied over. We store the

values in the Output field in reverse order, which helps making proofs by induction over lists easier

in Coq. Thus, the most recent output of the neuron is at the head of the list. This can be seen in

the above code, where the new value of the output is ((NextOutput N Inputs)::(Output N)). The

next output of the neuron is at the head, and is followed by the previous outputs. (NextPotential N

Inputs) is the new value for (Current N). Recall that (Current N) is the most recent value of the

potential value of the neuron, or p(t− 1). So, for computing the next potential value of the neuron or

p(t), the NextPotential function must be called.

Proofs of the four constraints result from the new values for each field of the neuron. The first one

requires a lemma NextOutput Bin List (statement omitted) proving that the new longer list is still

a binary list. Proofs of the other three constraints are carried over exactly from the original neuron,

since they concern some components of the neuron that remain unchanged.

The ResetNeuron function is employed to reinitialize a neuron to the initial state.

Definition ResetNeuron

(N: Neuron): Neuron := MakeNeuron

([0%nat])

(Weights N)

(Leak_Factor N)

(Tau N)

(0)

(Reset_Output)

(LeakRange N)

(PosTau N)

(WRange N).

This function takes any Neuron as input, and returns a new one, where the Output, Current, and

Output Bin fields are reset, while the other fields are unchanged. The Reset Output property is a

simple lemma stating that [0%nat] satisfies the Bin List property.

So far, we have presented the encoding of single neurons in isolation from other neurons. We next

consider archetypes. In general, our approach is to encode the particular structure of each archetype

as a Coq record. Using a record for each archetype facilitates stating and proving properties about

them. Recall that archetypes are functional structures of neural networks. Defining them in this

abstract way helps us to present their basic functions. To illustrate this approach, we introduce now

the encoding of two archetypes, the simple series in Figure 1(a) and the negative loop in Figure 1(d).

As shown in Figure 1(a), a simple series consists of a list of single input neurons. The first neuron

receives the input of the archetype and sends its output to the second neuron. Starting from the second

neuron each neuron receives its input from the previous neuron and sends its output as the input of

the next neuron in the series. The last neuron produces the output of the series. The NeuronSeries

record defined below represents this structure in Coq.
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Record NeuronSeries {Input: list nat} :=

MakeNeuronSeries

{

NeuronList: list Neuron;

NSOutput: list nat;

AllSingle: forall (N:Neuron),

In N NeuronList ->

(beq_nat (length (Weights N)) 1%nat) = true;

SeriesOutput: NSOutput =

(SeriesNetworkOutput Input NeuronList);

}.

Records can have input parameters, similar to functions in Coq, and here the list of inputs to the

simple series is Input: list nat. Thus NeuronSeries is actually a function from a list of natural

numbers to a record. Curly brackets around input arguments is Coq notation for implicit arguments,

which are arguments that can be omitted from expressions as long as Coq can figure out the missing

information. Its use here allows us to write more readable Coq code. NeuronList is a field in the

record representing the list of neurons in the simple series. The first element in this list is the first

neuron is the series, etc. NSOutput represents the list of outputs of the series. In other words, it is the

output list of the last neuron in the series, which is also the last neuron of NeuronList. There are also

two constraints for this archetype. AllSingle expresses that all neurons in the series are single input

neurons. The functions In and length are defined in Coq’s list library and define list membership and

size of a list, respectively. SeriesOutput expresses that the output of the series is equal to the output

of the function SeriesNetworkOutput. This function takes the input of the series and list of neurons

in the series and produces the output of the series. We leave out its definition and just note here that

it expresses the details of the input/output connections between the elements of NeuronList, and in

the degenerate case when NeuronList is empty, NSOutput is set to the input. (See the definition in

our accompanying code.)

The Coq definition of the negative loop is shown below.

Record NegativeLoop {Inputs: list nat} :=

MakeNegativeLoop {

N1: Neuron;

N2: Neuron;

NinputN1: (beq_nat (length (Weights N1)) 2%nat)

= true;

NinputN2: (beq_nat (length (Weights N2)) 1%nat)

= true;

PW1: 0 < (hd 0 (Weights N1));

PW2: (hd 0 (tl (Weights N1))) < 0;

PW3: 0 < (hd 0 (Weights N2));

Connection1: Eq_Neuron2 N1

(AfterNArch2N1 (ResetNeuron N1)

(ResetNeuron N2)

Inputs);

Connection2: Eq_Neuron2 N2

(AfterNArch2N2 (ResetNeuron N1)

(ResetNeuron N2)

Inputs)

}.

There are only two neurons in this archetype. These neurons are represented by N1 and N2 in

the definition. The rest of the fields are constraints defining the properties and connections of the
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archetype. NinputN1 expresses that N1 has two inputs. Similarly, NinputN2 states the number of

inputs for N2. N2 is a single input neuron. As mentioned earlier, in Figure 1(d), the solid black circle

for an input arrow means that the input has a negative weight and the absence of this circle means

that the input has a positive weight. These properties are expressed by constraints PW1 and PW2. In

particular, the first input acts as an activator for N1 and the second one is an inhibitor for N1. PW3

expresses that the only input of N2 has a positive weight and so is an activator for N2. Connection1

defines the connection of the output of N2 to the second input of N1 using the AfterNArch2N1 function.

This function returns a neuron that represents the status of N1 after applying all inputs in the input

list. Again, we leave out the details of the formal definition and refer the reader to the accompanying

Coq code. We simply note here that in order to compute this result, three arguments are required—

the initial status of N1, the initial status of N2, and the list of inputs to the archetype. Similarly to

the definition of NeuronSeries, Inputs is an argument of the record NegativeLoop. The Eq Neuron2

function (whose definition is also omitted, see the code) checks equality of neurons by checking equality

of each individual field. Connection2 defines the connection of the output of N1 to the only input of

N2 and is defined similarly to Connection1. Connection2 uses AfterNArch2N2, which is the same as

AfterNArch2N1 except that it returns N2 after applying all inputs in the input list.

7.3 Properties of Archetypes and their Proofs in Coq

Some of the properties presented in Section 6.2 concerning neuron and archetype behaviors have

already been fully verified in Coq. The most important ones are: the delayer and filter effects for

a single neuron (Property 1), the n-delayer effect for a simple series (Property 2), and fixed-point

inhibition for an inhibition archetype (Property 6). For illustration, we report on the Coq proofs of

the first two, plus provide one supplementary property. We give their complete proofs to show the

structure of the main inductions as well as to show other high-level mathematical proof strategies

used in the proofs. Many such strategies can be mapped to Coq proof commands called tactics; some

examples that can be seen in the code include, induction, inversion, and destruct.

In the statement of the properties we present, we omit the assumption that the input sequence

of the neuron is a binary list containing only 0s and 1s. It is, of course, taken into account in the

Coq code. We adopt many other conventions to enhance readability when stating properties and

presenting the corresponding proofs. We state the properties using pretty-printed Coq syntax, with

some abbreviations for our own definitions. For instance, we use mathematical fonts and conventions

for Coq text, e.g., (Output N) is written Output(N), (Tau N) is written τ(N), (Weights N) is written

w(N), (Leak Factor N) is written r(N), and (Current N) is written p(N). In addition, if w(N) is

a list of the form [w1; . . . ;wn] for some n ≥ 0, for i = 1, . . . , n, we often write wi(N) to denote wi.

Furthermore, we use notation and operators from the Coq standard library for lists. For example,

length and + are list operators; the latter is the notation used here for list concatenation. In addition,

although for a neuron N , the list Output(N) is encoded in reverse order in our Coq model, we use

forward order when presenting properties and proofs here.

7.3.1 The Delayer Effect for a Single-Input Neuron

Recall that the delayer effect of Property 1 of Section 6.2.1 concerns a single neuron having only one

input. Since a neuron is in an inactive state initially, its output at time 0 is 0. When a neuron has only

one input, and the corresponding weight is greater than or equal to the neuron activation threshold,

then the neuron transfers the input sequence to the output without any modification (except for a

“delay” of length 1). For example, if a single input neuron receives 0100110101 as its input sequence, it

will produce 00100110101 as output. Neurons with this property are mainly just transferring signals.

Humans have some of this type of neuron in their auditory system, associated to a chemical synapse.

This property (corresponding to the delayer effect of Property 1) is formalized as Property 11.
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Property 11 [Delayer effect for a single-input neuron]

∀(N : neuron)(input : list nat),
length(w(N)) = 1 ∧ w1(N) ≥ τ(N)→

Output(N ′) = [0] + input

In the above statement, N ′ denotes the neuron obtained by initializing N and then processing the

input (using ResetNeuron and repeated applications of NextNeuron). Observe that in Definition

1, p is a function of time. Time in our Coq model corresponds to the position in the output list. If

Output(N) has length t, then p(N) stores p(t− 1) from Definition 1. By applying NextNeuron to N

and to the next input obtaining N ′, we obtain that Output(N ′) has length t+ 1 and p(N ′) stores the

value p(t) from Definition 1.

In order to prove Property 11, we require the following lemma, which states that when a neuron

has one input and the input weight is greater than or equal to the threshold, then the potential value

of that neuron is always non-negative.

Lemma 1
∀(N : neuron)(input : list nat),

length(w(N)) = 1 ∧ w1(N) ≥ τ(N)→ p(N ′) ≥ 0

As previously explained, p(N ′) is the most recent value of the potential function of neuron N , i.e.,

the one obtained after processing all the input values. The proof of this lemma is in the accompanying

Coq code. We use it here to prove Property 11.

Proof 1 (of Property 11) The proof is by induction on the length of the input sequence as follows.

Base case: input = [] (the empty list). If there is no input in the input sequence, the neuron will

keep its initial status, i.e., N = N ′. So, Output(N ′) = [0]. Therefore, Output(N ′) = [0] = [0] + [] =

[0] + input.

Induction case: We assume that the property is true for input and we must show that it holds for

some input′ of the form (input+[h]) for some additional input value h. Let N ′ be the neuron resulting

from processing input, and let N ′′ be the neuron after processing input′. By the induction hypothesis,

we know Output(N ′) = [0] + input and we must prove that Output(N ′′) = [0] + input′.

Note that τ(N) = τ(N ′) = τ(N ′′) and similar equalities hold for r and w1, so we use them

interchangeably. Because input is a binary list, we know that h = 0 or h = 1. We break the proof into

two different cases, depending on the value of h.

First, we assume that input′ = input + [0] and we prove that Output(N ′′) = Output(N ′) + [0].

In this case, the most recent input to the neuron is 0. Again, to relate this to Definition 1, let t be

the time at which we process the last input. We calculate p(N ′′), which corresponds to p(t), i.e., the

potential value of the neuron at time t; also the value p(N ′) represents p(t−1) in this definition. Using

the first and second clauses of the definition of p(t), respectively, the value is one of:

p(N ′′) = w1(N
′) · 0 = 0 or

p(N ′′) = w1(N
′) · 0 + r(N ′) · p(N ′).

In the first case, p(N ′′) = 0 and we know 0 < τ(N), because τ(N) is always positive. So, by the

second clause of the definition of y(t), the next output of the neuron will be 0. The other case, which

comes from the second clause of the definition of p(t), has the same result. In this case, the condition

on this clause says that p(N ′) < τ(N ′) and we must show that p(N ′′) = r(N ′) · p(N ′) < τ(N).

Recall that r(N ′), the leak factor of the neuron, is between 0 and 1. So, multiplying any number,

that is less than a positive number, by a value between 0 and 1, gives a value that is smaller than

or equal to the original number. Therefore, by the definition of y(t), the next output of the neuron

will be 0 again. We can conclude now that by adding 0 to the input sequence, a 0 will be produced

in the output. Thus, Output(N ′′) = Output(N ′) + [0]. Using our induction hypothesis, we have:

Output(N ′′) = Output(N ′) + [0] = [0] + input+ [0] = 0 + input′.
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Second, we assume that input′ = input+[1] and we will prove that Output(N ′′) = Output(N ′)+[1].

In this case, the most recent input of the neuron is 1. Again, we calculate the potential value of N ′′

the definition of p(t):

p(N ′′) = w1(N
′) · 1 = w1(N

′) or

p(N ′′) = w1(N
′) · 1 + r(N ′) · p(N ′) = w1(N

′) + r(N ′) · p(N ′).

In the first case, when p(N ′′) = w1(N
′), we know that w1(N) ≥ τ(N) by assumption in the

statement of the property; we know that w1(N) = w1(N
′) as discussed, and thus p(N ′′) ≥ τ(N). So by

the definition of y(t), the next output of the neuron will be 1. In the second case, p(N ′) ≥ 0 according to

Lemma 1, and it is always the case that r(N ′) ≥ 0, so we can conclude that r(N ′) ·p(N ′) ≥ 0. Because

w1(N) ≥ τ(N) and adding a non-negative value to the greater side of an inequality keeps it that way,

we can conclude that p(N ′′) = w1(N
′)+r(N ′)·p(N ′) ≥ τ(N). Therefore, again by the definition of y(t),

the next output of the neuron will be 1 again. Thus, we can conclude in both cases that by adding 1 to

the input sequence, a 1 will be produced in the output. Thus, Output(N ′′) = Output(N ′) + [1]. Using

our induction hypothesis, we have: Output(N ′′) = Output(N ′) + [1] = [0] + input+ [1] = 0 + input′.

This completes the proof.

7.3.2 The Delayer Effect for a Simple Series

Here we consider the n-delayer effect for the simple series in Figure 1(a) (Property 2 of Section 6.2.2).

If we have a series of n single input neurons and all of them have the delayer effect, then the output of

the whole structure is the input plus n leading zeros. In other words, this structure transfers the input

sequence exactly with a delay marked by the n leading zeros, denoted as zeros(n) in the statement

of the property below. The NeuronSeries record defined in Section 7.2 to represent a simple series

is denoted NeuronSeries here. This property (corresponding to the n-delayer effect of Property 2) is

expressed as follows.

Property 12 [Delayer effect for a simple series]

∀(input : list nat)(Series : (NeuronSeries input))(n : nat),
length(NeuronList) = n ∧

∀ i = 1, . . . n, length(w(NeuronList[i])) = 1 ∧
∀ i = 1, . . . n, w1(NeuronList[i]) > τ(NeuronList[i])→

Output = zeros(n) + input

In this statement, Series is a variable of record type (NeuronSeries input), where input is the

argument to the NeuronSeries function, which builds a record. For readability, we abbreviate

(NeuronList Series), which represents the first field of Series, as NeuronList. Also, NeuronList[i]

denotes the ith neuron in NeuronList and Output abbreviates (NSOutput Series), which is equal to

(Output (NeuronList[n]))

Proof 2 (of Property 12) The proof this time is by induction on the length of NeurlonList.

Base case: N = 0. This is the degenerate case where there are no neurons in the series and the

output of the series is set to the input. (In particular, recall that the SeriesOutput constraint of the

NeuronSeries record is defined using the SeriesNetworkOutput function, which is defined so that it

returns the input list.) Thus in this case, Output = input = zeros(0) + input.

Base case: N = 1. In this case, there is only one neuron in the series and we know that this

neuron has the delayer effect. According to Property 11 proved earlier, we can conclude that Output =

[0] + input = zeros(1) + input.

Induction case: We assume that the property holds for NeuronList of length k. Let Output′ be

the output of this series of length k. Thus by the induction hypothesis, Output′ = zeros(k) + input.

We must show that the property holds for a NeuronList + [M ], where M is a neuron such that

length(w(M)) = 1 and w1(M) > τ(M). Let Output′′ be the output of this series of length k + 1.

The input sequence for M is the final output of NeuronList, which is zeros(k) + input. By the

assumptions of this property, all neurons in NeuronList + [M ] satisfy Property 11, i.e., have the
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delayer effect, including the last one M , which means that its output is equal to its input plus a leading

0. In other words, Output′′ = [0] + zeros(k) + input. Therefore, we can conclude that Output′′ =

[0] + zeros(k) + input = zeros(k + 1) + input.

This completes the proof.

7.3.3 The Spike Decreasing Property for a Single-Input Neuron

The spike decreasing property states that a single input neuron cannot produce in its output sequence

more 1s than the number of 1s in its input sequence. For example, if the input sequence is 11100110101,

which contains seven 1s, the output of the neuron will have less than or equal to seven number of 1s.

This property is a consequence of the fact that a single input neuron has either the delayer effect or

the filter effect, and both of them do not increase the number of 1s. It is an important property of

LI&F neurons and is expressed as property 13.

Property 13 [Spike decreasing property for a single-input neuron]

∀(N : neuron)(input : list nat),
length(w(N)) = 1→

count(input, 1) ≥ count(Output(N ′), 1)

In this property, count is a function that calculates the number of occurrences of the number given as

the second argument in the list given as the first argument. So, count(input, 1) returns the number

of 1s in the input list and count(Output(N ′), 1) computes the number of 1s in the output list of the

neuron N ′. Recall that here N ′ is the neuron after initializing N and then applying all the inputs in

the input list.

A lemma is needed to prove this property. The following lemma expresses that when a single input

neuron receives a 0 as input at any point in time, it cannot produce 1 in the output as follows.

Lemma 2
∀(N : neuron)(input : list nat),

length(w(N)) = 1 ∧ input = [0]→ last(Output(N ′)) = 0

In the statement of this lemma, last represents the last element of a list and N ′ represents the neuron

obtained from N by processing a single 0 as the next input. (In other words, N ′ is obtained from N

by a single application of NextNeuron without first applying ResetNeuron.) Thus, p(N ′) represents

the value used to calculate last(Output(N ′)), which is the last output value of the neuron. The proof

of this lemma is a straightforward consequence of Definition 1.

Proof 3 (of Lemma 2) Since the input is a single 0, we know from Definition 1 that p(N ′) =

w1(N) · 0 or p(N ′) = w1(N) · 0 + r(N) · p(N). Simplifying the multipication by 0, we have these two

cases: p(N ′) = w1(N) · 0 = 0 or p(N ′) = w1(N) · 0 + r(N) · p(N) = r(N) · p(N). We know that

τ(N ′) = τ(N) > 0. Thus, in the first case, p(N ′) = 0 < τ(N ′). According to Definition 1, the next

output of the neuron will be 0 because its potential value p(N ′) is less than its activation threshold

τ(N ′).

In the second case, when p(N ′) = r(N) · p(N), we know that p(N) < τ(N) = τ(N ′). Also,

for every neuron, the leak factor is between 0 and 1. In other words, 0 ≤ r(N) = r(N ′) ≤ 1. If

p(N) < 0, multiplying it by a positive number will produce a negative value which is less than τ(N). So,

p(N ′) = r(N) ·p(N) < 0 < τ(N) = τ(N ′). On the other hand, if p(N) ≥ 0, multiplying it by a number

between 0 and 1, will produce a smaller number. So, p(N ′) = r(N) · p(N) < p(N) < τ(N) = τ(N ′).

As can be seen, p(N ′) < τ(N ′) in this case also and thus the next output of the neuron will be 0. This

completes the proof.

We can now use this lemma to prove property 13.
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Proof 4 (of Property 13) The proof is by induction on the length of the input sequence as follows.

Base case: input = [] (the empty list). If there is no input in the input sequence, the neuron will

keep its initial status, i.e., N = N ′. So, Output(N ′) = [0]. Therefore, count(input, 1) = count([], 1) =

0 ≥ count(Output(N ′), 1) = count([0], 1) = 0.

Induction case: We assume that the property is true for input and we must show that it holds

for some input′ of the form (input + [h]) for some additional input value h. Let N ′ be the neuron

resulting from processing input, and let N ′′ be the neuron after processing input′. By the induction hy-

pothesis, we know count(input, 1) ≥ count(Output(N ′), 1) and we must prove that count(input′, 1) ≥
count(Output(N ′′), 1).

Because input is a binary list, we know that h = 0 or h = 1. We break this into two different cases,

depending on the value of h.

First, we assume that input′ = input + [0]. Because 0 is added to the input list, we have

count(input′, 1) = count(input, 1). According to Lemma 2, that we just proved, having 0 as the

last input in input′ cannot produce 1 as the last output in the output list. So, we can conclude that

Output(N ′′) = Output(N ′) + [0]. Similarly, because 0 is added to the output, count(Output(N ′), 1) =

count(Output(N ′′), 1).

Therefore, count(input′, 1) = count(input, 1) ≥ count(Output(N ′), 1) = count(Output(N ′′), 1).

Second, we assume that input′ = input + [1]. In this case, 1 is added to the input list. Because

the number of 1s is increased, it is not important that this new input produce 0 or 1 in the output list.

The number of 1s in the output list will remain unchanged or increase by 1. So, count(Output(N ′′), 1)

is at most count(Output(N ′), 1) + 1. Also, we know that count(input′, 1) = count(input + [1], 1) =

count(input, 1)+1. By the induction hypothesis we know that, count(input, 1) ≥ count(Output(N ′), 1).

By adding 1 to both sides of the inequality, we will have count(input, 1)+1 ≥ count(Output(N ′), 1)+1.

Therefore, count(input, 1) + 1 = count(input′, 1) ≥ count(Output(N ′′), 1).

This completes the proof.

8 Comparison of the Proposed Approaches and Future Work

In this paper we proposed two formal approaches to study some key properties concerning the dynamic

evolution of neurons, some basic archetypes, and some archetype couplings. These formal approaches

are original and complementary with respect to the main international projects aiming at understand-

ing the human brain, such as the Human Brain Project [73], which is mainly based on large systems

of differential equations.

We provide a full implementation for both approaches. As far as the model checking approach is

concerned, the Lustre code for all the archetypes and properties can be found at

https://redmine.i3s.unice.fr/projects/archetypes/repository.

As far as the theorem proving approach is concerned, as mentioned, the Coq code for the archetype

implementation, properties, and proofs is given at

http://www.site.uottawa.ca/~afelty/coq-archetypes/.

First of all, we should underline that both approaches are likely to be improved. Concerning

the model checking technique, before checking the validity of a property, we actually fix an interval

of values for each parameter and we ask to the model checker whether the property holds for the

chosen parameter set. We are aware of a research group working on the integration of Linear Decision

Diagrams (LDD) within the model checker. This would allow to automatically infer parameter sets for

which properties are verified. Concerning the theorem proving technique, although the proofs we have

completed require some sophisticated reasoning, there is still a significant amount that is common

between them. As we continue, we expect to encounter more complex inductions as we consider more

complex properties. Thus, it will become important to automate as much of the proofs as possible,

most likely by writing tactics tailored to the kind of induction, case analysis, and mathematical

reasoning that is needed here. Furthermore, defining general relations that can be specialized to
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Model Checkers

+ Press-button approach
+ Counter-example automatically provided
- Prove properties for some given parameter values

Theorem Provers

- An expert is needed
+ Successful proofs help in proving other properties
+ Prove properties at a high level of generality

Table 1: Pros and cons of model checkers and theorem provers.

specific patterns will likely also be very useful for the kinds of properties that are important for more

complex networks.

In absolute terms, we could not say one of the two approaches presented here is strongly preferable

with respect to the other one for the formal study of the dynamic properties of neuron archetypes.

The main advantage of the model checking methodology is that it is completely automatic: once a

given property has been correctly encoded, the user just needs to press a button to know whether the

property is verified or not. So the presence of an expert is not needed to obtain a proof. Another

strength of model checking is that, in case a property does not hold in a given model, a counter-

example is automatically provided. Such an execution trace can give hints in understanding what

should be modified in the system so that the property is satisfied. As another advantage, we should

underline that for our application domain model checking is not time consuming. In fact, even if the

transition system corresponding to each model is exponential with respect to the number of variables,

we could get an immediate answer for all our properties because the chosen model checker, kind2 [26],

exploits some advanced features to improve scalability, such as modular reasoning (each node can be

assigned its own properties and verified individually. The results of the verification process can be

reused in the analysis of other components calling that node).

On the other hand, model checkers often cannot prove properties at the desired level of generality.

As a matter of fact, the use of a proof assistant guarantees that the properties we prove are true in the

general case, such as true for any input values, any length of input, and any amount of time. As an

example, let us consider the simple series. With Lustre, we were able to write a node which encodes

the expected behavior of the circuit. Then, we could call the kind2 model checker to test whether the

property at issue is valid for some input series with a fixed length. With Coq we can prove that the

desired behavior is true whatever the length and the parameters of the series are. Another advantage

of the theorem proving approach is that, since we have access to proofs, a successful proof of a given

property can be exploited to prove similar properties. The drawbacks are that proofs can be long and

an expert is needed to perform them. The main advantages (+) and drawbacks (-) of model checkers

and theorem provers are summarized in Table 1.

Coming back to the biological issue that motivated our study, our results until now show that

archetype coupling can either modulate the behaviors displayed by the single archetypes (e.g. extend

an oscillation period) or clearly give rise to new behaviors. Furthermore, several different couplings turn

out to display the same behavior (whatever their input sequences are). As a next step, we intend to

make a systematic study of all the possible archetypes and couplings, even including several archetypes,

and classify their respective properties. The number of constrained graphs of a few elements and,

concomitantly, the number of elementary behaviors is reduced, both from a logical and biological

standpoint. To use again the analogy of words, few syllables allow to build thousands of currently

used words and a quasi-infinity of sentences. Moreover, beyond a certain number of neurons and above

all a certain level of connectivity, other functional processes different from archetypes are supposed to

emerge, like cell assemblies [74, 75]. So the composition process should stop after a finite and limited

(compared to the size of the brain) number of iterations. We should thus rapidly fall back on already

studied behaviors, but expressed through various instances of neuronal networks, reducible to few
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neuronal archetypes. This means that, at a certain point, this approach should allow to express any

relevant neuronal network as an archetype (a basic one or the result of a concatenation procedure).

Our feeling is that, to perform a formal advanced analysis of archetypes and their composition,

the model checking and theorem proving approaches should be used together in a pragmatic way.

When trying to prove a given property, the idea is to first test its validity for some crucial given

parameter intervals using model checking, and eventually refine the model thanks to the provided

counter-examples so that the property holds in the defined context. Once some key tests have passed,

the theorem proving technique can be exploited to prove the property in a more general context. The

complementarity of these two powerful techniques could make us advance rapidly in the study of the

fundamental structural and functional properties of the elementary building blocks of the brain and

cognition.
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